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2009

- **April, 2009:** **RMEI General Assembly** (Rome and Civitavecchia, 21st-22nd) – Port Authority. Themes: Mediterranean mobility and trasportation; responsability of territorial authorities on sustanable development promotion.

- **July, 2009:** **Signature of the Protocol** between Civitavecchia Municipality and RMEI (1° July, Forte Michelangelo, Civitavecchia)

---

**Art. 2 - Municipality of Civitavecchia’s obligations:**
- to make available to RMEI the structures, for office use, necessary for the operation of the Association;
- to encourage the use of the Forte Michelangelo for scientific and cultural events (lessons, courses, exhibitions and conferences);
- to support logistically the research projects carried out by the Association that affect the territory;
- to participate in partnership with RMEI Association on projects for the use of Community funds.

**Art. 3 - Association’s obligations:**
- to enter the Municipality of Civitavecchia in the initiatives of exchanges between students and teachers organized by the Association;
- to organize on the territory of Civitavecchia cultural and scientific initiatives that promote the interest of student and teacher population;
- to locate research projects relating to the Mediterranean environment, in particular in the areas of safety, environmental protection and health, related to energy production and maritime traffic, as well as to sea and coastal activities.
2011

  More than 80 people from Algeria, Cipro, Egypt, France, Greece, Italy, Morocco, Tunsia, Russia and CIV Highschool Institute Giudo Baccelli, Galileo and Marconi

The RMEI office in the Forte Michelangelo in Civitavecchia (Italy)

The Michelangelo Prizes

The inauguration of the RMEI office with the President Leo Vincent and the Italian Deputy Minister of Education

Prize delivery on the theme: «Your vision on different Mediterranean Country»

The winners:
Giovanna Campogiani and Tatiana Quercia (Italy), Ahmed El Benaissi and Immad Imas (Morocco)

Call from the youth for future
Welcome to the Michelangelo Workshops in Civitavecchia

MICHELANGELO
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The Mediterranean is facing major challenges through its Youth

“The Mediterranean regions face the scourge of forest fires”
“The Youth and the Future of the Mediterranean”
“Mobility in the Mediterranean”

You are a Student. Apply for the Michelangelo Mediterranean Prize

Join the “Student Civitavecchia Ply for the Future of the Mediterranean”

Civitavecchia, 2011 September 12-13
Social event in Roma on Sunday 11 evening
www.rmei.info
1st Michelangelo Workshop Program

**1st Michelangelo Workshops of Civitavecchia:**
The Mediterranean is facing major challenges through its Youth

On the occasion of the inauguration of the RMEI office in Forte Michelangelo Program

**Sunday, September 11th 2011**
18:00 Welcome of participants
Università di Roma, La Sapienza, Facoltà d'Ingegneria, via Eudossiana 18.
Dinner with Balkan Mediterranean Music
Located in the XVI Century Cloister in the Church San Pietro in Vincoli
22:00 Departure to Civitavecchia Hotel

**Monday, September 12th 2011**
Location: Civitavecchia
8:45 Coffee
9:15 Welcome addresses.
Giovanni Moscherini, Sindaco di Civitavecchia.
Leo Vincent, President RMEI.
Fabrizio Vestroni, President Facoltà d'Ingegneria, Università di Roma La Sapienza.

09:30-10:00 invited lecture: Nana Fathi (The Marketer). You and me - we, but does this rule also apply when we say: your world + my world - our world. Commons and difference.
10.00-13:00 Workshop: Mobility of people and transport in the Mediterranean.
Chairman: Dr. Ala Ezz, Secretary General, Federation of Egyptian Chambers of Confederation of Egyptian Business Associations,
Invited lecture: Ala Ezz (FEDCOC/CEEBA, Egypt) The Evolution of Mediterranean Ports & Trade Routes
Nil Guer (ITU, Istanbul), Black Sea Maritime Transport Corridors
Marcos Mitidiero, Christos Taxitidis (Athens University of Economics and Business) Simplifying the rules of maritime transport
Pietro Evangelista and Corrado Lo Storto (Università di Napoli, Federico II and Università di Roma, La Sapienza)
Zerrou Ali (Ecole Nationale Superieure d'Hydraulique d'Alger) traduction
M. El Hamoum, Mohamed Ondah, Approches neurales pour un systeme de gestion de la pollution de l'eau dans le Mediterranee
S. Popov, Pavel Sarkisov et al., Bauman Moscow State Technical University, Russia
Gaelle Royerbeuch (Ecole Centrale de Lyon): Young Mediterranean Mediators
Maurice Le Van Sui (RMEI) MED-TRACKING system: an innovative solution on marine pollution in the Mediterranean
13:00-14:00 Buffet.

- **Major of Civitavecchia (Giovanni Moscherini)**
- **President RMEI (Leo Vincent)**
- **Dean of Sapienza Engineering Faculty (Fabrizio Vestroni)**
- **Secretary General of the Federation of Egyptian Chambers (FEDCOC) and of the Confederation of Egyptian European Business Associations (CEEBA) (Alaa Ezz)**
2012

April, 2012: **Official creation of GAMe**, during the 2\(^{nd}\) **Michelangelo Workshop** (Civitavecchia, 13\(^{th}\)-14\(^{th}\)). More than 100 people from 9 Mediterranean Countries.

The GAMe logo is based on a **blue** background in echo to the **Mediterranean Sea**. **Green** is also present and represents **hope**. Besides the coloring scheme, the logo is organized around a light **design** of the **Forte Michelangelo**. Finally, a figure raising its **arms upwards** is placed in the middle as a symbol of **dynamism and youth**.

The group of founders of GAMe

**The Michelangelo Prizes**

The winners:
Marie Therese El Hoyek (Lebanon) and Mohamed Keli (Morocco)
2nd Michelangelo Workshop of Civitavecchia
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The Mediterranean is facing major challenges through its Youth

The Youth and the Future of the Mediterranean Mobility

Civitavecchia, April 13-14, 2012
2nd Michelangelo Workshop Program

2nd Michelangelo Workshop of Civitavecchia: The Mediterranean is facing major challenges through its Youth

Program

Thursday, April 12m 2012

18:00 Welcome of participants
Location: RMEI Office in Forte Michelangelo, Civitavecchia
20:00 Transfer to “Villa dei Principi”. Buffet and drinks.
21:00 Concert with Opera songs
22:30 Departure to Civitavecchia Hotel

Friday, April 13m 2012

8:30 Registration
8:50 Welcome addresses
Giovanni Moscherini, Mayor of Civitavecchia
Leo Vincent, President of RMEI
Fabrizio Vestroni, Dean of Engineering Faculty, Sapienza University of Rome
Armando Zambrano (CNI National Council of Engineers President), Nicola Munda (CNI)
Enzo Siviero, Ulvi Atan, Alessandro Stocco (IUA Venice, now in Istanbul)
Maria Maccarrone (IUAV Venice) Boats lifecycle and environment
10:30-11:00 Coffee Break
11:00 Workshop: Energy, a main Mediterranean challenge
11:30-12:00 Fabio Garzio, Tariq De Martino (Sapienza, University of Rome): Smart Grids and smart cities
12:00-12:40 Ferruccio Pitaluga (University of Genoa): State of Art in Italy
12:20-12:40 Mustapha El Adhani (ENSA Marrakesh), Nacer M’Sirrid (IUA Marrakesh): Art on Renewable Energies in Morocco
13:30-15:00 Buffet

Saturday, April 14m 2012

9:30-10:30 Invited Lectures
Franco Terlizzese (Ministry of Economic Development): Offshore Energy production: Mediterranean and Italian situation
Andrea Kettler (Assenmacher): Activities to support energy production: training centres
Alessandro Candela, Piergiorgio Soddu (DPC): DPR South Risk Atlas: Prevention, Preparedness and Response to Natural and Man-made Disasters Programme
Fabrizio Micari (Dean of Engineering Faculty, University of Palermo) and Students: Research Activities on Renewable Energies at the University of Palermo
10:30-11:00 Coffee Break
11:00-13:45 Workshop: The Youth and the future of the Mediterranean
Ramazan Dinc, Dermanli (ITU Istanbul): Intermodal Transportation in Turkey, Istanbul
Zerzour Mohamed Abdessalem (ENST Algiers): Transport in Algeria
Hanyim A. Y. Baslam (IUG Gaza): Water Crises in the World and Palestine
Salah Amine Selami (ENIT Tunisia): Ideas for building operational engineer profile
Pauline Sempere, Alexandre Besle (European Management Mariselle) and Sara Zakri (ENIM)

Crowded and full of energy, the 2nd Michelangelo Workshop of Civitavecchia brought together experts from various fields to discuss the challenges facing the Mediterranean through the youth. The program featured a range of lectures and workshops, including discussions on energy production, renewable energies, and research activities at universities. The event was hosted by various notable figures such as the Mayor of Civitavecchia, the President of RMEI, and the Dean of Sapienza University of Rome.
What is GAMe

GAMe is the acronym of Young Mediterranean Ambassadors.
It’s a project belonging to RMEI, the Network of Engineering and Management Schools.

GAMe association gathers together the young Mediterranean Engineers and Management students.
What is GAMe

GAMe is an international student network. It is the apolitical, laical, non-profitable student section of the RMEI universities. GAMe is the association of Mediterranean students belonging mainly to engineering schools whose members join on an exclusively voluntary basis.

Aim of GAMe

- GAMe aims to have engineering students from around the Mediterranean working and communicating together in preparation of an international career.
- GAMe wants to answer this point by giving students the opportunity to meet each other and to work together.
- The goal is to make them more familiar with other cultures and other way of thinking and to enrich their own through the experience they gain.
The final aim of GAMe is to reach a close cooperation and a continuous promotion of students initiatives among the Mediterranean Schools

- educational exchanging,
- continuity of participation,
- Interdisciplinarity,
- Intersectorality,
- internationality,
- promotion of mobility,
- development of skills and versatility,
- co-research studies,
- voluntary social and cultural network,
- mentoring and trainings activities,
- ...

The evolvement of students in networking for the Mediterranean
GAMe Committee (2012-2015)

President
Tairi De Martino

Mohammed Keli

Marie-Thérèse El-Hoyek

Vicepresidents

Jean Delalande

Country Representatives
Egypt...France...Greece...Italy...
Israel...Lebanon...Morocco...
Palestine...Tunisia...Turkey
2012

Other GAMe activities

2012

Other GAMe activities

- September, 2012: GAMe participation to the RMEI General Assembly 2012 (Padua and Venice, September 6th-9th).
2012

Other GAMe activites

- *October, 2012*: GAMe participation to the **Economic Week** of the Mediterranean (Marseille, October 19th)
2013

Other GAMe activities

- January, 2013: The meeting for GAMe chart (Marrakech)

The president of GAMe and two of the vice-presidents visiting the Université Priveé de Marrakech, together with Prof. El Adnani.

GAMe bureau
...some more picture
May, 2013: Renewal and extension of the Protocol between Civitavecchia Municipality and RMEI (Forte Michelangelo, Civitavecchia)
Students

- Quality
- Mobility
- Master course admissions
- New curricula, new approaches
  (e.g. Sustainable Development, Cindynics, Microelectronics, etc)

Companies

- Recruitment
- Image
- Research

GAMe’s Main targets

Research

To identify and promote research focussed on Sustainable Development:
- Energy
- Water
- Mediterranean Observatory
**Students**

- Quality
- Mobility
- Master course admissions
- New curricula, new approaches (e.g. Sustainable Development, Cindynics, Microelectronics, etc)

**GAMe for education**

GAMe aims to promote and develop students’ mobility, thus encouraging universities to develop their mobility programs and an exchange program, connecting people.
June, 2012: **GAMe project** presentation in Lyon, by Ecole Centrale Lyon team.

École Centrale Lyon transformed the GAMe project in a laboratory, in order to validate and support the development of the idea born in Civitavecchia, thanks to the initiative of RMEI Engineering Schools. Every year a group of engineering students is involved in this project, supporting the activities of the bureau.
Students

- Quality
- Mobility
- Master course admissions
- New curricula, new approaches (e.g. Sustainable Development, Cindynics, Microelectronics, etc)

GAMe’s Main targets

Companies

- Recruitment
- Image
- Research

Research

To identify and promote research focussed on Sustainable Development:
- Energy
- Water
- Mediterranean Observatory
GAMe’s international projects

The criteria that make a project more likely to be adopted by GAMe are:

- To develop mobility
- To develop multiculturalism
- To provide communication, co-operation and exchange possibilities
- To become more internationally minded by reaching a better understanding of Mediterranean cultures
- To develop the capacities to work on an international basis

Research

To identify and promote research focused on Sustainable Development: Energy Water Mediterranean Observatory
Project Acronym: HiT4Med
Project full title: Highway and Traffic Engineering: Curricular Reform for Mediterranean Area
Funding programme: Tempus IV – 6th call, Joint Projects
Funding body: Education, Audiovisual and Culture Executive Agency (EACEA)
Start date: December, 1 2013
Duration: 3 years
End date: November, 30 2016
Tempus program HiT4Med

Reflection of students on the master of transportation safety - Mahmoud Reda (EG)

Brief on Administration Work in HiT4Med project CU - Nada Shaker (EG)

Internship Experience at University of Naples - Rania Wehbe (LB)

Internship Experience at National Technical University Of Athens - Alain Saroufim (LB)
HiT4Med partners

EU Partners
1) University of Naples Federico II, UniNA, Italy
2) University of Catania, UniCT, Italy
3) FORMIT Foundation, FORMIT, Italy
4) Network of Mediterranean Schools of Engineering, RMEI
5) National Technical University of Athens, NTUA, Greece
6) Polytechnic University of Valencia, UPV, Spain
7) Royal Institute of Technology, KTH, Sweden

Southern Neighbouring Area Partners
1) Cairo University, Egypt
2) Zagazig University, Egypt
3) Univ. Egypt 3, Egypt
4) USEK Holy Spirit University, Lebanon
5) Sagesse University, Lebanon
6) ENSA Marrakesh, Morocco
7) AIAC-ONDA, Morocco
8) Université Mohamed V - Agdal - École Mohammadia d'Ingénieurs (EMI), Morocco
9) Higher Institute of Transport and Logistics, Sousse University, Tunisia
10) Ecole Nationale d'ingénieurs de Sousse, Tunisia
**Students**

- Quality
- Mobility
- Master course admissions
- New curricula, new approaches (e.g. Sustainable Development, Cindynics, Microelectronics, etc)

**Companies**

- Recruitment
- Image
- Research

**GAMe’s Main targets**

**Research**

To identify and promote research focussed on Sustainable Development:
- Energy
- Water
- Mediterranean Observatory
**GAMe for companies and associations**

GAMe’s members are mostly devoted to work in companies. Thus, the network aims to help them in their search of internships and job opportunities. GAMe can easily link companies and students.
HOMERe:
High Opportunity for Mediterranean Executives Recruitment

- Connecting graduates to business through international internships in the Mediterranean
- Attract and develop the best young talent of the Mediterranean
- Improve the access of the most talented students to qualified first job positions
- Maintain these talented students in and for the Mediterranean economy
- Improve the employability prospects of young talented graduates in their native country

HIGH OPPORTUNITY FOR MEDITERRANEAN EXECUTIVES RECRUITMENT
AN INITIATIVE:
RMEI – RÉSEAU MÉDITERRANÉEN DES ÉCOLES D’INGÉNIEURS ET DE MANAGEMENT
CCEF- CONSEILLERS DU COMMERCE EXTÉRIEUR DE LA FRANCE
WITH THE PARTICIPATION OF ASCAME, BUSINESSMED, OCEMO
AND A REGIONAL CONSORTIUM

A program labelled by

Union pour la Méditerranée
الاتحاد من أجل المتوسط
April, 2015: **3rd Michelangelo Workshop** (9th-11th), Rome and Civitavecchia. More than 60 students have participated, the majority came from the Southern shore of the Mediterranean.

The **Michelangelo Prize**

The winner of the Photography Contest
3rd Michelangelo Workshop Program

The Mediterranean is facing major challenge
For a smart Mediterranean

Thursday, 2015 April 9, 18:00
Location Rome: Università di Roma, La Facoltà d’Ingegneria, via Eudossia

18:00 Welcome of participants and festive event

Friday, April 10, Location Rome: Aula Magna Liceo Classico Statale Ennio Quirino VISCONTI Piazz

9:00 Registration
9:30-10:00 Welcome addresses
10:00-10:10 Welcome by On. Gianni Pittella/Dott. Massimo
10:10-10:30 Invited lecture by Ing. Massimo Calabresi “The Foucault Pendulum at Collegi Romani” (Wundt Dott. Dario Guarascio) (School of economics, Univ. "Cultural networking and success factors in RMEI act"
10:30-11:40 Prof. Enzo Siviero (IUAV) “The Mediterranean is our land, bridging and network
11:10-11:40 Coffee break
11:40-13:00 Workshop session 1: Climate and sustainable
Moderators: Olivier Boiron General director RMI Manel Abbes (ENISO)
Dhokra Khama (ENIM Monastir) “Coping with collectors and Windmills with hydrogen for ins.
Benjamin Luce, Yann SUREL (École Centrale Mar. Inen Hajji, Manel Abbes, Anis Bakkouri, Ali Bel Malek Ben Ali, Haythem Dabbabi (ENISO Saussa Saud Qalbi, Mohamed El Bouthah (ENIM Rabat)
Aminel Amnane (Ann-Najah University) “Point of
13:00-13:45 Prof. Ingrid Rowland “The Ecstatic Journey: Athar College Romanes Museum of Alhambra Kircher
14:00-15:00 Buffet.

18:00-19:00 Dinner at the Hotel Mediterraneo
19:00-19:30

Saturday, April 11
Location: Civitavecchia, Town Hall

8:00 Departure by train from Terminal Station to Civitavecchia
9:30-9:45: Welcome address by the Mayor of Civitavecchia
9:45-10:20 Workshop Session 2: Smart Cities
Moderators: Prof. Gino Bells (Unicaesano), Antonello CarboneValerio Buscichi, Antonello Carbone, Giorgio Pino, Francesca Saccitella and Nicolò Scarretta (Doctors and students from Sapenaza and IUAV Venice), Gino Bells (Unicaesano), "smart cities"
Lourdes Samelani (Our Dame University), "eco-friendly residential"
Mehmoud Kebbi, Maha Massaabi (Superimex)
Workshop Session 3: Tourism and sustainability
Moderators: Prof. Leo Vincent RMEI - Maïna Houssaye École Centrale de Lyon
Elodie Courtin. Maïna Houssaye. Thomas Le Baron, Alexei Reiman, Valerian Seuwim (École Centrale Lyon) "Take the Med Jeunes, Dekhmed project"
Med Samoud (ENIM Monastir) "Renewable energy"
Workshop Session 4: JEF: Jeunes entrepreneurs - Entrepreneurship for Youth
Moderators: Prof. Stefania Tinti, Sara Hassan Cairo University
Anis Guene, Pauline Saussol, Jelli Yahya (Hedge Business School) "JEF"
Sara Hassan Cairo University "JEF in Egypt"
Soud Qalbi (ENIM Rabat) "When to Start Your Own Business?"
Walk Transfer to Aula Museale of Coast Guard inside Forte Michelangelo
11:45-12:00

Location: Civitavecchia, Forte Michelangelo

12:00 Capitaineria di Porto "Coast Guard mission innovations in the control of maritime transports and Mediterranean protection"
12:30-13:15 Visit of the exhibition of photos
13:15-14:15 Lunch and conclusion of RMEI
14:15-15:00 Coffee break
15:00-15:15 Walking transfer to Cittadella della Musica

15:15 Cultural visit of the Raffaello’s Frescoes in De Pauli’s Renaissance House Prof. Alvaro Ranzoni “Conference on Raffaello’s Frescoes"

Following the official Kick-off meeting of the HOM (Marseille, March 17th, 2015)
On the occasion of the 3rd Michelangelo Wo (Marseille, March 17th, 2015)
15:00-18:00 Launching of the HOMER consortium “Making the Mediterranean an employment area”

RMEI, President (Leo Vincent) and General Director (Olivier Boiron)
General Secretary Business Med (Jihen Boutiba Mrad)
Responsible of International Affairs, CNI (Nicola Monda)
Marcello Scalisi (Director of UNIMED)
Francesco Losurdo (Director of CUM)
GAMe Committee (2015-2016)

President
Valérian Seuwin

Sherine El Wattar

Dhekra Rhaiem

Country Representatives

Souad Qalbi

Gregorio Pirrò

Sarah Younes

Tunísia

France

Morocco

Italy

Egypt

Lebanon

Morocco

France

Egypt

Italy

Lebanon
October, 2016: 4th-5th Michelangelo Workshop (13th-15th), Rome
More than 50 students have participated, the majority came from the Southern shore of the Mediterranean

IV-V Michelangelo Workshop
“Mediterranean Bridging and Changing: the role of students, schools and professionals”
4th-5th Michelangelo Workshop Program

Thursday 4th October

2.00 pm — Dean of Sapienza Engineering Faculty (Fabrizio Vestrioni)

2.15 pm — GAMe (Yo) Students - V. Seawin (Ph)

3.00 pm — HOMERE: 1 Mediterranean Countries

The Dean

7.15 pm

Looking at Michelangelo’s
San Pietro
F. Vestrioni, S. Younes, M. El-Helwe

Managing Natural Risks: Climate
Sapienza University Campi

Friday 5th October

2.00 pm — Anthropogenic Climate Changes: a (Major Issues from RE-Greece 2016)

The Mediterranean Mobi
9.00 am, Sapienza University
Piazza Aldo Moro 5 (Departments)

The Mediterranean Cultural He
4.00 pm, Sapienza University Campi

Welcom
The Deputy Rector of Sapienza University

Special Guest: MARY JACOBUS - Professor Emeritus
Cy Twombly’s Mediterranean Passages: ‘Say Goodbye’

Special Guest: OTIS ANYAEJI - The
The Corridors and the P.

The Mediterranean Artistic Heritage
9.00 am, Sapienza University, Faculty of Engineering
Via Eudossiana 18 (Sal de Chiostro)
Meditation space and time – R. Gupta and G. Patete

Special Guest: MARIALAUARATA SANTARELLI - Director of the Research Centre in Science and Technology for the Conservation of the Historical-Architectural Heritage; Former Professor at Sapienza University of Rome
Studies on the Paintings of Casa De Paolis

- 10.30 am — Painting Review Report - A. Ranzoni
- 10.45 am — Special Contributions: Works, Projects and Activities – Civitavecchia High School students (Guido Baccelli Institute) and Michelangelo students:

- Dean of Sapienza Engineering Faculty (Fabrizio Vestrioni)
- Deputy Rector of Sapienza - European Universities Networks (Luciano Saso)
- RMEI, President (A. Benamara) and General Director (O. Boiron)
- General Secretary UNIMED (Franco Rizzi)
- Presidend of Nigerian Society of Engineers (Otis Anyaeji)
- Founder and Editor-in-Chief of Elsevier's Journal of Cleaner Production (Donald Huisingh – on Skype)
GAMe Committee (2016-2017)

President
Dhekra Rhaiem

Salah Charef
Soukaina Maanaoui

Sherine El Wattar

Country Representatives

Morocco

Tunisia

Egypt

Lebanon

Italy

Greece

Monica Cardarilli

Fotis Chatzisaris

Christine Abdel Nour

Tunisia

Greece
...further pictures
2017

- April, 2017: GAMe Bureau’s *organizational meeting* of the 6th Michelangelo Workshop (1st-3rd), Rome and Civitavecchia
GAMe Hymne

“Our Mediterranean Future”

We’re still here

We’ll always be back here

In our Forte Michelangelo

The Mediterranean is our land

Forte Michelangelo is our home

Unity and Peace our future
2017

- May, 2017: GAMe at Marseille Colloquium (4th-5th)
MOBILITY and CONNECTIVITY vs INEQUALITIES

a shared vision of the Mediterranean future

“The Mediterranean is our destiny”

-Tribute to Franco Rizzi -

-Testimonials on the best of GAMe history
- Mobility and Connectivity of the Mediterranean
- History and Future of the Mediterranean
- Shared Vision of the Mediterranean future
2017

Culture to unite souls

The winners of the Painting Competition:
Dhekra Rhaiem (Tunisia) and Sarah Hassan (Egypt)
Science to unite minds
6th Michelangelo Workshop Program

- Sunday 7th May 2017 -

1st Daily Theme:
Mobility and Connectivity of the Mediterranean
At École Nationale d'Architecture de Marrakech (ENAM)

12.30pm – 2.00pm: Lunch at Waze Hotel

2.30pm – 2.45pm: Welcome Addresses:
Hassan Fnine (GEC Marrakech-Business school), Abdelghani Tayyibi, Giorgio Quarzo, Flamina, with video (laboratory reports).

2.45pm – 4.30pm: Round Table:
Hassan Fnine (GEC Marrakech-Business school), Abdelghani Tayyibi, Enzo Siuero, Video porte authority of Civitavecchia (Italy).

4.30pm – 5.00pm: Hit4Med proposals for a new mobility of the Mediterranean.

5.00pm – 6.30pm: Laboratory and painting:
Massimo Guarascio, Flamina, with video (laboratory reports).

8.00pm – 9.00pm: Dinner at Grand Musée de Marrakech
9.30pm – 11.00pm: Discovering Janna el Fna Square


- Monday 8th May 2017 -

1st Daily Theme:
History, geography, philosophy and the of the Mediterranean
Tribute to Franco Rizzi
At Maison Denise Masson-Maison de dialogue (Médiina de Marrakech)

9.30am – 10.30am: Historical and philosophical conference
Wail Benjelloun (UNIMED chair), Salvatore D'Alfonso, Laarissa, Ibtissam Medarhi, Massimo Guarascio, Khalil Najib, Christine A, Sherine A, Salah C.

10.30am – 12.15pm: GAL Office History and Hommage to Franco Rizzi: The Mediterranean is our destiny - theatrical adaptation of the book «L'Islam indica l'Occidente» by the theater team University of Rome and GEC Marrakech École de Management.

12.45pm – 2.00pm: Lunch at Waze Hotel


- Tuesday 9th May 2017 -

2nd Daily Theme:
Shared Vision of the Mediterranean futures
At Maison Denise Masson-Maison de dialogue (Médiina de Marrakech)

2.30pm – 4.00pm: Representation prepared by the members of students' projects and paintings presentations.

4.00pm – 4.45pm: “Case studies of GAMe participants and projects and on a Vision of the Mediterranean”

6.15pm – 7.30pm: Lecture:
Abdelghani Tayyibi, Mohamed Lakhifi and others

5.15pm – 6.30pm: Visit of Parfum Museum
6.30pm – 7.00pm: Gala Dinner

- Keynote Speakers -

- President of Parliamentary Assembly of Mediterranean
  (Lhou Lmarbouh)
- President UNIMED (Wail Benjelloun)
- Director of the AIAC (Abdelghani Menou)
- Director ENAM (Abdelghani Tayyibi)
GAMe Committee (nowadays)

**President**
Dhekra Rhaiem

**Country Representatives**
- Tunisia: Salah Charef
- Egypt: Sherine El Wattar
- Lebanon: Christine Abdel Nour
- Morocco: Hamza Laajaj
- Greece: Evgenia Dimitriou
- Italy: Monica Cardarilli
2017

GAMe’s proposals

Michelangelo-Day Civ - Naples October 2017

WM-GAMe Journal Newsletter
What is GAMe about?

We can say it is about international workshops, providing opportunities for Mediterranean students to be able to meet and express themselves and learn about different cultures. Even though all of that is true, GAMe is really about progression.

Progress as an action is what GAMe strives for ever since it was created. Progress of Mediterranean peace and unity, progress of knowledge and exchange of knowledge, progress of problem analysis approaches. To name a few.

Ever since launching in 2011 with a board elected by students to maintain the ambitious student activity (created and maintained by students), GAMe has been molding itself and its goals into what is corresponding with the world. In 2017, the theme that has received our attention was mobility and transportation.

This theme could be taken as many ways: engineering and cultural are from the main...etc
COSTITUZIONE DEL COMITATO VOLONTARIO INSTITUTIVO DELL’ASSOCIAZIONE “WORKSHOP MICHELANGELO - GAMe”

PREMESSO:

A) che gli odierni comparenti hanno partecipato all’esperienza di creazione, gestione e sviluppo dell’iniziativa “Workshop Michelangelo”, consistente in un incontro di studio e scambio culturale tra gli studenti ed i docenti delle facoltà di ingegneria associate alla R.M.E.I. (Rete Mediterranea delle Facoltà di Ingegneria);

B) che in particolare il Prof. Guarascio ed il Prof. Vincent sono stati i fondatori dell’iniziativa del Workshop Michelangelo, e se ne sono resi garanti ed organizzatori. Nel corso della prima edizione del Workshop, nel Forte Michelangelo a Civitavecchia, gli studenti partecipanti, sollecitati dai fondatori, si sono costituiti in un comitato denominato...
2017

GAMe’s proposals

June, 2017: CONSTITUTION OF THE VOLUNTARY COMMITTEE INSTITUTE OF THE ASSOCIATION "Workshop Michelangelo - GAMe" (Forte Michelangelo, Civitavecchia)

COSTITUZIONE DEL COMITATO VOLONTARIO INSTITUTIVO DELL’ASSOCIAZIONE “WORKSHOP MICHELANGELO”

GAMe (Giovani Ambasciatori Mediterranei) composto da un membro in rappresentanza di ogni paese partecipa all’organizzazione dei successivi Workshop Michelangelo. Il suddetto Comitato ha assunto il compito di mantenere vivo e attivo il rapporto tra i partecipanti ai vari workshop e partecipare in modo responsabile all’organizzazione dei workshop stessi, mediante il sovvenzionamento della R.M.E.I. e di altri eventuali finanziatori;

A) che gli odierini comparenti hanno
creazione, gestione e sviluppo
Michelangelo”, consistente in un incontro tra gli studenti ed i docenti delle facoltà
R.M.E.I. (Rete Mediterranea delle Facoltà)
B) che in particolare il Prof. Guarascio, fondatori dell’iniziativa del Workshop garanti ed organizzatori. Nel corso dello
nel Forte Michelangelo a Civitavecchia sollecitati dai fondatori, si sono costi
C) che è pertanto volontà dei comparenti impegnarsi volontariamente e
gratuitamente alla creazione di un’associazione di persone che possa provvedere, in maniera stabile e trasparente, a sviluppare e gestire
l’iniziativa Workshop Michelangelo-GAMe, tale associazione verrà istituita per atto pubblico, mediante la redazione di un atto costitutivo ed
uno statuto e denominata “Associazione WM-GAME”;

D) che durante il tempo necessario per la creazione della predetta associazione, è volontà degli odierini comparenti impegnarsi per la
corretta gestione dell’iniziativa Workshop Michelangelo, in totale trasparenza;
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June, 2017: CONSTITUTION OF THE VOLUNTARY COMMITTEE INSTITUTE OF THE ASSOCIATION "Workshop Michelangelo - GAMe" (Forte Michelangelo, Civitavecchia)

COSTITUZIONE DEL COMITATO VOLONTARIO INSTITUTIVO DELL’ASSOCiazione “WORKSHOP MICHELANgelo - GAMe”

PREMESSA

GAMe (Giovani Ambasciatori Mediterranei) composto da un membro in rappresentanza di ogni paese partecipa all’organizzazione dei successivi Workshop Michelangelo. Il suddetto Comitato ha assunto il compito di mantenere vivo e attivo il rapporto tra i partecipanti ai vari workshop e partecipare in modo responsabile all’organizzazione dei prossimi eventi e alle iniziative organizzate dalla R.M.E.I. e di altri organismi.

A) che gli istituti, nel corso degli anni, e in particolare il Prof. Guarascio, esegete della Michelangelo, di costruire un distretto tra gli studiosi dell’opera del Maestro e gli studenti che si interessano ai vari corpora artistici e tematici che l’opera coniuga; è costituito il Comitato Volontario e Institutivo dell’Associazione "Workshop Michelangelo - GAMe".

B) che in particolare il Prof. Guarascio, fondata dell’iniziativa del Workshop Michelangelo-GAME, è stato invitato alla firma del presente atto per la costituzione dell’associazione.

C) che il Comitato Volontario e Institutivo dell’Associazione "Workshop Michelangelo - GAMe", tale associazione verrà istituita per atto pubblico, mediante la redazione di un atto costitutivo ed uno statuto e denominata “Associazione WM-GAME”.

D) che durante il tempo necessario per la creazione della predetta associazione, è volontà degli odierii comparenti impegnarsi per la correcta gestione dell’iniziativa Workshop Michelangelo, in totale trasparenza;

Prof. Massimo Guarascio
Prof.ssa Mara Lombardi
Prof. Leo Vincent
Ing. Monica Cardarilli

l’iniziativa Workshop Michelangelo-GAME, tale associazione verrà istituita per atto pubblico, mediante la redazione di un atto costitutivo ed uno statuto e denominata “Associazione WM-GAME”;

Prof. Massimo Guarascio
Prof.ssa Mara Lombardi
Prof. Leo Vincent
Ing. Monica Cardarilli
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GAMe’s Short term vision

✓ GAMe info session campaign: Septembre 2017

✓ MW day: 20th October 2017 in Civitavecchia

✓ Mediterranean workshop in Naples: 22nd-23rd October 2017

✓ GAMe innovators: Online scientific competition (TUNeIT)

✓ GALILEO magazine: Periodic newsletter

✓ Gender Equality campaign

✓ MW April 2018 (Call for candidature for host Country)

✓ TAWASOL project in Tunisia
Communication within GAMe

- GAMe group of email addresses,
- Webpage or Facebook group
- GAMe group on Skype and Messenger

GAMeoffice999@gmail.com
workshopmichelangelo_rmei@uniroma1.it

www.rmei.info/game

rmei.info

game.rmei.eu
Thanks!